
SINIS YACHTING S.R.L.

Daily cruises to the Sinis Peninsula, Maldiventre Island and Costa Verde:
PRICE LIST 2021 for RENTAL FOR SHARING GROUPS:

1. MAX 9 PAX IN SAILBOAT Beneteau Oceanis 34 (10 meters 3 cabins)

2. MAX 12 PAX IN RIB rigid inflatable boat Trident 790 meters, CV 200

1. HALF DAY SAILING BOAT

UNIQUE DESTINATION: Tharros, Capo San Marco and San Giovanni di Sinis.
TIMETABLE: morning (10.00-13.00) or afternoon (14.30-17.30).
ACTIVITIES: departing by service bus or by car from the hotel to the tourist port of Torregrande, sailing
cruise  towards the Sinis peninsula, in front of the archaeological site of Tharros, circumnavigation of
Capo San Marco, swimming stop in front of the cliffs of San Giovanni di Sinis or Cala del Faro, with the
supply of snorkeling equipment and aperitif with a glass of wine or beer or various fruit juices, water,
carasau bread, cheeses, fresh fruit, fresh sausage.

PRICE: € 60 minimum 6 maximum 9 pax



2. HALF DAY MOTOR BOAT (R.I.B.)
ALTERNATIVE DESTINATIONS BETWEEN THEM:

1) Costa Verde, 2) Sinis Peninsula, 3) Maldiventre island

TIMETABLE: morning (10.00-13.00) or afternoon (14.30-17.30).

ACTIVITIES:

1. departing from the Horse Country beach, cruise on an 8-meter fast dinghy towards the Costa Verde;

2. departing by service bus or by car from the hotel to the tourist port of Torregrande, cruise on a fast

8-meter dinghy along the entire Sinis Peninsula

3. departing by service bus or with your own car from the hotel to the tourist port of Torregrande, cruise

on an 8-meter fast dinghy to the island of Maldiventre.

with supply of snorkeling equipment and aperitif with a glass of wine or beer or various fruit juices, water.

PRICE: € 50 minimum 8 maximum 12 pax3. 



3. ALL DAY SAILING BOAT

ALTERNATIVE DESTINATIONS BETWEEN THEM: 1) Costa Verde, 2) Sinis Peninsula, 3) Maldiventre 
island
HOURS: 10.00 am - 5.30 pm / 6.30 pm).
Activities:
1. SINIS PENINSULA: departing by service bus or by car from the hotel to the tourist port of Torregrande, 
cruise to the archaeological site of Tharros, circumnavigation of Capo San Marco, swimming stop in
front of the cliffs of San Giovanni di Sinis , lunch stop in the Oasis of Seu, snorkeling at the wreck of Seu,
swim stop in the white rice beach of Maimoni (the latter depending on the weather conditions), or,
alternatively, in the cove of the Capo San Marco lighthouse and in the 'Protected sea area.
2. COSTA VERDE: departing by service bus or by car from the hotel to the tourist port of Torregrande, 
cruise to the Costa Verde, swimming stop at Capo Frasca and Torre dei Corsari;
3. MALDIVENTRE ISLAND: departing by service bus or by car from the hotel to the tourist port of 
Torregrande, cruise to Tharros, Oasis of Seu / Maimoni quartz beach, the island of Maldiventre.
DEPARTURE TIME: 10:00 am - return 5:30 pm / 6:30 pm), with supply of snorkeling equipment and an
aperitif lunch (wine, beer, various fruit juices, water, carasau bread, cheeses, fresh sausage, tomatoes,
focaccia, Sinis melon, fruit, coffee, myrtle)

PRICES: € 95 Sinis peninsula - minimum MIN 6 MAX 9 pax

 € 105 MALDIVENTRE ISLAND OR COSTA VERDE MIN 6 MAX 9 PAX



4. ALL DAY MOTOR BOAT (R.I.B.):

1. GULF OF ORISTANO ITINERARY: departing from the Horse Country beach, cruise to the cliffs of 
San Giovanni di Sinis with a stop for a swim, snorkeling at the Faro cove, visit to the archaeological site 
of Tharros, Capo Frasca, coffee / aperitif stop (not included) in the fishing village of Marceddì.
2. COAST VERDE ITINERARY: departing from the Horse Country beach, cruise towards Capo Frasca, 
stop for packed lunch in Cala Pistis, dunes of Torre dei Corsari.
3. ITINERARY PENINSULA DEL SINIS - ISLAND OF MAL DI VENTRE: departing by service bus 
or by car from the hotel to the tourist port of Torregrande, cruise to the archaeological site of Tharros, 
circumnavigation of Capo San Marco, swimming stop in front at the cliffs of San Giovanni di Sinis, lunch 
stop in the Oasis of Seu, snorkeling at the wreck of Seu, swim stop in the white rice beach of Maimoni, 
Maldiventre Island, Su Tingiosu cliffs, cove of the Capo San Marco lighthouse.
Departure time 10:00 am - return 5:30 pm),
SERVICES: supply of snorkeling equipment and an aperitif on board
(wine, beers, fruit juices, water, bread)

PRICE: € 75 minimum MIN 8 pax max 12 pax



5. WATER BIKE RENTAL 

ALTERNATIVE LOCATION: Horse Country beach - Sa Rocca Tunda beach (Putzu Idu).
JETSKI: Yamaha 700 XL, 700 cc 2-stroke twin cylinder engine with 80hp power, speed 40 knots,
acceleration from 0 to 80kmh in 5 seconds
HOURS: morning (10.00 - 17.30).
RENTAL PRICES WITH FUEL:
15 minutes € 45 maximum 3 pax
30 minutes € 90 maximum 3 people
RENTAL PRICES WITHOUT FUEL:
1 hour € 150 maximum 3 people
day € 250 maximum 3 people
1 day € 450 maximum 3 people

OBLIGATION OF A NAUTICAL LICENSE

6. TOWING INFLATABLES WITH WATER MOTORCYCLES

Activities on the beach of the Horse Country hotel or on the beach of Sa Rocca Tunda;
HOURS: morning (10.00 - 17.30);

PRICES: € 15 per person for 10 minutes.



BLUE DISCOVERY
Associazione sportiva dilettantistica

The course can be divided into  2 parts:
1st Part: a short Snorkelling course** including:
- 1 Academic Lesson (equipment description, finning techniques, importance of "buddies", etc)
- 1 Practical Lesson (dedicated to the practice of all described techniques)

and Part 2: A marine Biology Course, including:
- 1 Theoretical unit (description of the mediterranean seabed with focus on the excursion site)
- 1 New- Snorkelling Excursion (thanks to our underwater radio, we describe & discover various
marine organisms in real time. Available in English)

This course is structured to allow even a person who has never tried on a mask & fins, to safely enjoy
the Snorkelling experience with confidence. This course provides sufficient practice to the complete
beginner to fully experience the next level: the New-Snorkelling course.
Upon completion of this course, the participant will be able to be entirely immersed in the exploration
of the seabed and to appreciate the description of marine life.

DISCOVERY VOYAGE 1:
Marine Biology and Snorkeling
We offer a course adapted to all ages and expertise levels. Participants will be able to fully enjoy and
discover the wonders of the sea.

Duration: 2/3 hours
Includes:
-2 academic lessons
-1 Snorkelling Excursion
-1 New-Snorkeling Excursion

Price: from 90 €



DISCOVERY VOYAGE 2:
Marine Biology and Introductory Scuba Diving
A fantastic new experience tailored to people of all ages (including complete beginners).
This course will provide participants with the exciting sensation of breathing underwater while being guided
by our Marine Biologist's Real Time Sea Life descriptions.

Duration: 4 hours
- 2 theoretical lessons
"- 1 course ISD*
(Introductory Scuba Diving)"
Price: from 200  €

The course can be divided into 2 Sections:

The Introductory Scuba Diving* Course:
- 1 Academic lesson (equipment description and all necessary techniques to prepare participants for an
easy and safe immersion)
-1 Practical Unit in Confined Water (dedicated to learn and practice underwater breathing techniques)
- 1 Open Water dive (max depth 10 meters) (combined with New-diving)

BLUE DISCOVERY
Associazione sportiva dilettantistica

The 2nd Section of the course includes:
- One Marine Biology Theoretical lesson (a descriptive lesson of the Mediterranean Seabed with focus on
the sea wonders we explore during our excursion)
- 1 New-Diving Immersion (maximum depth 10m) (a Real Time description of marine flora and fauna with
the help of our Underwater Radio)

Course participants will fully enjoy their 1st Scuba Diving & New-Diving experience in complete safety
thanks to our Instructor's supervision.

Divers will be fully immersed in the Exploration of the Sea world as they appreciate Sea Life from a new
perspective: as Participants instead of Observers.



DISCOVERY VOYAGE 3:
Marine Biology, SUP, Snorkelling and Sailboat cruise

"A completely new experience dedicated to people of all ages.
(Complete beginners are Welcome).
You will enjoy different kinds of watersports during two amazing days consisting of Stand Up Paddle,
Snorkelling and a Sailboat excursion."
"This course will provide the basics and rules of stand up paddle. 
Participants will learn how to use Board and Paddle, and includes an Academic Marine Biology lesson
during which we'll uncover the exciting Mediterranea Sea World."

Duration: 2 days
Including:
- 1 Marine Biology lesson
- 1 Stand Up Paddle Course***
- Sailboat Cruise
-1 Snorkelling Excursion
- Photos
Price: from 125 €

BLUE DISCOVERY
Associazione sportiva dilettantistica

The course can be divided into 2 days:
The 1st day is centred around a Marine Biology Lesson and a Stand Up Paddle Course***
Including:
-Interesting Mediterranean Seabed Description focused on what we will explore in the excursions.
-1 academic lesson of stand up paddle equipment and techniques necessary to prepare participants for
a safe and fun excursion.
-Some simple exercises in confined water.
-1,30 hours SUP excursion

The 2nd day includes:
-Half day Tharros (Sinis Peninsula) Sailing Cruise
-Break for a swim with Snorkelling equipment in the Sinis Natural Protected Marine Area.

€



SCUBA DIVING COURSES:
Baptism of the Sea ................from 80 €
Underwater activity introduction programme ("program" è la versione USA, non so quale preferite)
Duration: 1,30/2 hours

The Baptism of the sea will provide participants with the exciting sensation of breathing underwater.
Including:
- 1 academic lesson of about 20 minutes
- Some simple exercises in confined water
- Underwater exploration within 4m depth

Introductory Scuba Diving* ..................from 125€
Learn to dive in half a day
Duration 3/4 hours

A fantastic new experience tailored to people from 10 years old (including complete beginners).
ESA beginners' course including:
- 1 academic lesson of about 40 minutes (equipment description and all necessary techniques to prepare
participants for an easy and safe immersion)
- 1 confined water dive dedicated to learn and practice underwater breathing techniques in 2m depth
- 1 open water dive within 10m depth (6m for Junior divers)



CERTIFICATION COURSES:
Get certified!

ESA New Diver course ............from 240 €
This certification can be chosen by those who desires a gradual approach to diving activities or prefers to
dive under the supervision of a diving professional in shallow waters (10 metres). The course consist of 2
academic lessons, 2 confined water sessions and 2 open water dives.

ESA Open Water Diver course ..............from 390€
This course gives all the theoretical and practical background necessary to be able to safely dive within
18 metres depth in a buddy team (with another diver with an Open Water certification or more).
Minimum training consists of 5 academic lessons, 5 confined water sessions and 4 open water dives.

ESA Advanced Diver course.............from 390€
During this course the diver leans fundamental techniques in different diving subjects such as: diving with
a computer, buoyancy control, uw navigation, deep diving and night or naturalist dives.

ESA Prevention & Rescue Diver course...............from 390€
This course presents the fundamental techniques and preparation to be able to prevent or collaborate in
diving rescue operations. 6 academic lessons and 4 practical units form the course. A minimum of 20 dives
is required to start the course.



Peter Diving System:

DIVE WITHOUT A TANK ON YOUR BACK!

PDS Course.................from 70€
Duration: 1,30 hours; Including:
- 1 Academic Lesson
- Some simple exercises under water
-1 Dive using the Peter Diving System

SNORKELING:
1 Snorkeling..................from 39€
(Duration: 1,30 hours)

1 New Snorkeling.................from 50€
(Duration: 1,30 hours)

Snorkeling course**...............from 60€
Duration: 2/3 hours; Including;
- 1 Academic Lesson
- Some simple exercises in water
- 1 Snorkeling Excursion



SURF:
SURF course...................from 70€
Duration: 2 hours;
Including:
- 1 Academic lesson (equipment and techniques)
- Some simple exercises on the beach
- 1,20 hours surfing

STAND UP PADDLE:
Easy to learn! For Everyone!
1 Stand up Paddle ...............from 39€
(Duration: 1,30 hours)

SUP course*** ...............from 60€
Duration: 2/3 hours;
Including:
- 1 Academic lesson
(equipment and techniques necessary to prepare participants for a safe and fun excursion)
- Some simple exercises in confined water
- 1,30 hours excursion in SUP


